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"I'm not surprised that you can be admitted to the hospital in the city. I'm too busy and
haven't talked to you these days, but I don't need it now. I have an empty house in the
city and ask Xiao Tang to give you the key when I leave“ Seeing that Zhang Fan
wanted to refuse, she smiled and said, "don't worry, it's not for you. I'm not so rich. If
you don't know your place in the city, you can lend it to you temporarily. When you
buy a house, give it back to me."

When Zhang Fan was in the county hospital, she was a superior. Now that Zhang Fan
has passed the exam, she gives Zhang Fan another feeling“ The atmosphere is not
vulgar, and the elders are more than the leaders. " Dong Hua's mastery of the role
transformation is perfect. Zhang Fan is not simple. She won't let go of such a master.
Now it's good to pull together. The joint moment is a special help.

Zhang Fan cannot refuse. Back to the dormitory, the things have been packed, and the
bedding is distributed by the hospital. I am just a few sets of clothes. The most is
books. Medical books are thick and many. The next morning, Zhang Fan said hello to
Li Hui early. He wanted to go out.

Batu's house is locked outside. Zhang Fan has been here several times, all like this“ Ba
yuan, I'm gone. I hope you can get through this. " Zhang Fan said softly to the door of
his house. Batu's snobbery belongs to snobbery and corruption belongs to corruption.
Zhang Fan remembers Batu. When he was most difficult and embarrassed, he once
said to him: "I'm not only a leader or your parent in the county hospital. Why don't I
say it when I have difficulties!"

On the way, there was no sorrow or joy, and Li Hui had nothing to say. He also has a
headache. Wang Sha and he have been stuck together since their freshman year. They
have been in love for six or seven years. Yesterday, they had the most serious quarrel
in history. Wang Sha failed in the exam, but Li Hui did. Whether to go or not, Li Hui
is an out of tune person. He dares to hook up with the little nurse in front of her. He
went to the urban area and knows the consequences when he thinks about it“ "Me or
the city hospital?"

"I choose both."

"Go away!" Finally, the tearful Wang Sha let go. But Li Hui is not happy now.



City Hospital, the old third class hospital of tea vegetable City, built with the aid of the
Soviet Union. The old buildings are Soviet style. Huang Yun, the president, was a
major surgeon in his early years and attached great importance to the development of
surgery. Compared with other hospitals in the urban area, the surgical level of the
municipal hospital is far ahead. He was curious about the quota conditions reported by
the first Department of orthopedics. Zhang Fan reported and finally solved the
mystery“ Director Gao attaches great importance to this enrollment. I have run here
several times. What he can see is definitely a talent. I hope you can show your
ambition in the municipal hospital. Don't let me and director Gao down. " Li Hui didn't
see him. The hospital despised the chain and didn't pay much attention to internal
medicine.

"Yes, you should have come long ago, but now is the best time. The platform of
orthopaedics will never make you regret. Don't worry about joining today. Go and
settle down first. In the evening, I'll organize my colleagues in the Department to give
you a welcome banquet. There are many senior doctors with average level, but they
are all very old-fashioned. You have to be prepared. "

There is also competition in the departments of county-level hospitals, but the
competition is not fierce. In the city's top three hospitals, the competition is very cruel.
Doctors of the same era compete for a director. Those who lose the election often
choose to leave and go to other hospitals. Technical unit, the boss doesn't pee the
second. He's a little arrogant. Why should I listen to you! If the hospital is forced to
stay, it will have to open a new Department to be the director.

Many municipal grade-3 hospitals have severe overlapping departments. For example,
the first and second departments of bone in a hospital do it regardless of joints and
spine. Whoever grabs the patient's number is who. The doctor relationship between
departments is also very tense. If you do one more joint, I will do one less. It's all
money and interests. Can the relationship be good.

Lao Gao's Department has just been appointed acting director. There is a competitor
who hasn't left yet. The atmosphere in the Department is not good. He often makes a
lot of money for an operation case. It's not for academic purposes, it's just to block Lao
Gao, which is why Lao Gao urgently wants Zhang Fan to come early. A resident who
can take Zhenggao's operation. If you don't need to do it, Zhang Fanshang will be fine.

In the evening, the banquet was held in a large hotel not far from the hospital. Many
people didn't come. Lao Gao didn't achieve his goal of letting Zhang Fan see. Lao Gao
has two disciples, Xue Fei and Zhou Chengfu, in their early thirties. Both of them are
new attending doctors, and there are several transferred doctors under their hands.
Head nurse Miao Juan is in her thirties. Her husband is a doctor in internal medicine.
People are smart and enthusiastic. There are two vice high schools. Cui Pingjun, Lao



Gao's younger martial brother, was brought out by a master in those years. He is Lao
Gao's current first hatchet, but his business is mediocre. Another Li Hongtu, who is
mainly engaged in arthroscopy, is very kind and does not participate in the competition
of directors. He is a good man.

Lao Gao's main competitor, Wu Jinxi, is engaged in spinal surgery. They were very
unhappy. One refused to accept the other. After Lao Gao was appointed acting director,
he was also looking for a way out. He also has two apprentices. The traditional
Chinese medicine hospital in the city is also a top three, with a smaller scale. Wu Jinxi
has talked with the president of the hospital of traditional Chinese medicine to set up a
spine orthopedic department for him.

Years of daughter-in-law boil into a woman, who can compete for the director, are
relatively top-notch people. Huang Yun of the municipal hospital comforted Wu Jinxi
for a long time, but the effect was not good. Lao Gao and Wu Jinxi are both between
Bozhong, but Lao Gao has a better character and Lao Wu's temper is not very good.
The following doctors like Lao Gao more than Lao Wu, which is also an important
reason why Huang Yun let Lao Gao go up.

Orthopedics, a large consumer of hospital consumables, an imported steel plate is
close to tens of thousands of yuan, and various sutures and instruments have great
benefits. Almost all the sub high schools in the first Department of orthopedics have
their own instrument manufacturers. Lao Gao is no exception. These equipment
manufacturers are not small. They have their own set of successful bidding in the third
class hospital of the city. The funds for today's department activities are sponsored by
Laogao special equipment manufacturers.

At the end of the meal, Li Qiong, a special equipment merchant for Lao Gao, came in
to propose a toast. She was a woman in her thirties. She was very attractive. And
orthopedic doctors and nurses are particularly familiar with“ Director Gao, the level of
this party is not low today, but why didn't you even finish a box of wine? Teacher Xue
Fei is fine. "

"Let me introduce you to Zhang Fan, a newcomer in our department. According to his
current level, Zhang Fan is the first person in the field of orthopedics. Li Qiong, a
strong woman in the business community of tea vegetable City, has great skills. If
Zhang Fan has something to do in the future, she can find boss Li. There is almost
nothing she can't do. " Lao Gao actually wants to say that Zhang Fan is the first below
Zhenggao. That's too much hatred for Zhang Fan.

Li Qiong is more a thief than a monkey. Hearing that Lao Gao attaches great
importance to Zhang Fan, holding a wine glass, she said, "how young, Mr. Zhang, I'll
let you know when I have something to do in the future. If I can help, I won't refuse."
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